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Scene 1.
56 ish year old man appears on screen, in a mirror, washing his face. Then jumps to scene his bedroom.
He searches through coathangers, picks out blue uniform, puts on uniform to work at a care home.
Geoff travels via bus to work.. Name tag must be present showing his name. Geoff,
He’s looking at other families on the bus, out of the window etc.

Scene 2.
Geoff cares for an elderly woman who’s name is Vera, her name is not made obvious to the public yet.
Vera visually has something wrong with her but its not apparent. 
The first time she is seen, she is sat in specific chair.. When he sees her he mouths “ morning Vera “she is un responsive.
 Almost lifeless behind her eyes. Geoff keeps watering a white rose flower that is in a glass vase. Next to Veras chair. 

Scene 3.
shows more days at home getting up etc to go to work (via bus).
going theough same motions. Coathangers, uniform, washing etc.

Again  on entry says “morning Vera” . She is unresponsive. 
watering white rose in her room each time near the chair. 
Cut scenes to 
Geoff brushing Veras hair, etc. She is sat jn the same chair mentioned previous.Geoff brushing Veras hair, etc. She is sat jn the same chair mentioned previous.
Geoff is pictured feeding this woman, brushing her hair, making tea, playing music, 
flipping through old photos to with her  (photos not visible to viewer) but she isnt responsive to any of it. 
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Scene 4
Geoff Gets up again goes through same situations once more time.  Gets up, wash, coathangers, picks out the uniform,
heads to care home etc,  On arrival, The chair Vera normal is seen is is empty, 

Geoff is outside the door of Vera’s room,
Docotr is seen coming out of veras room  
Geoff waiting willingly. A look in his eyes to say please tell me shes ok. 

Doctor seen shutting door behind him, (Vera present on door) Doctor seen shutting door behind him, (Vera present on door) 
Doctor looks to Geoff with sad face and shakes head. 

Vera
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Scene 5

Next cutscene is to geoffs daily routine but this time he skips past the uniform when looking through wardrobe 
and viewer is made aware that this time he picks out a black jacket jacket or white shirt. Funeral attire.

Upon leaving his house, the vase with the rose mentioned above is now on the windowsil of his doorway
 and he takes the rose out with him and leaves. 

Scene 6
Opens as geoff kneels down at the graveside. Vicar walks over from out of shot, places hand on geoffs shoulder
 as if to say sorry for loss. Walks out of shot and then camera pans around to front of grave stone, 
where it is then made obvious to the viewer that Vera is infact geoffs wife as the grave reads 
 “Vera, beloved wife of geoff “

She had died from dimentia and didnt recognise Geoff as her husband

Goeff places the white rose at the foot of the grave and leaves.. Goeff places the white rose at the foot of the grave and leaves.. 

In loving memory of 
Vera Hutchinson

beloved wife of Geoff
1956 - 2024 
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Cinematography

Actors 

short film needs to be warm and then finishing slightly cooler, these samples are what i have in mind

Geoff
Vera
Doctor
Carehome Staff
Vicar

25% of profits will be donated to Demental UK

cinematography


